Heavy-Duty Chip Bodies and Tool Boxes for Tree Care Professionals

A Cut Above the Rest™
Get the ARBORTECH Advantage with Heavy-Duty Forestry Truck Bodies

ARBORTECH is one of the leading manufacturers of forestry bodies for arborists. In addition to the industry’s most durable, heavy-duty forestry truck bodies, ARBORTECH also offers:

- **PERSONALIZED SERVICE**
  Quick lead times and on-time delivery from our manufacturing facility in Ohio

- **VARIETY**
  A variety of forestry body sizes, styles and options to meet your needs

- **SMOOTH PANEL CONSTRUCTION**
  Smooth body panels to easily accommodate vehicle signage and graphics, provide a clean, sleek appearance, and enhance your company image

- **REMOVABLE ROOF**
  Standard and removable roof chip bodies that can be shipped loose or installed on a new or existing chassis

- **PROFESSIONAL GUARANTEE**
  Professional installation on medium-duty truck chassis

ARBORTECH protects your investment with a 3-year limited warranty.

ARBORTECH CHIP BODIES Provide Years of Dependable Service

ARBORTECH chip bodies are ready to stand up to your toughest challenges with a 96-inch wide design for maximum payload capacity.

Our chip bodies are available in 11-14 and 16-foot lengths along with other custom configuration offering superior quality, fit and smooth panel finish.

- Rust-resistant, heavy-gauge galvanized steel construction, including a double-paneled galvanized steel tailgate and a galvanized floor with 3-inch structural cross members
- Ladder box with pole pruner shelf and rear lockable door
- Body cleaned with a high-temperature, high-pressure chemical wash to etch the steel before applying a high-grade automotive primer to ensure a durable finish
- Undercoating on underside of floor and toolboxes to enhance durability
- Coal tar epoxy bed liner for a rugged, corrosion-resistant interior finish
- White or black finish paint (Additional colors are optional)
- Fully enclosed lights and wiring harness that are weather- and debris-resistant

STANDARD FEATURES
On all our forestry bodies include:
ARBORTECH’s removable roof chip body (RRB) is the most versatile forestry body available. Featuring removable roof, our RRB easily converts from a chip truck to a dump truck — providing a unique Two-In-One Advantage. Equipped with an ARBORTECH L-shaped tool box, our RRB provides ample room for tools and supplies.

ARBORTECH’s municipal — urban forestry body gives tree care professionals a compact unit ideally suited for operating on narrow streets and crowded neighborhoods. Engineered to fit most 19,500 GVWR truck chassis, our municipal — urban forestry body is constructed with all the heavy-duty features included on our bodies for larger chassis. Standard integrated tool boxes provide plenty of secure storage for tools and equipment.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ALL OF ARBORTECH’S PRODUCTS VISIT OUR WEBSITE: ARBORTECHCHIPBODIES.COM

OPTIONAL FEATURES

HELPING YOU CUSTOMIZE THE RIGHT FORESTRY BODY FOR YOU, WE OFFER AN ARRAY OF OPTIONAL FEATURES INCLUDING:

- Ball/pintle hook combo
- Electric trailer brake control
- Full-width rooftop ladder rack
- Rooftop amber strobe light
- 4-head LED flashing light
- Tool boxes
- Mesh tarp with manual roll-up system
- Plywood / Altunra Mat storage compartment
- Rear underbody boxes
- Back-up alarm
- Rear stirrup step and grab handle
- Wheel chock holders
- Front bumper cone holders
- D.O.T. 5 lb. fire extinguisher with mounting bracket
- D.O.T. roadside triangle kit
- LED light package
- Cab guard

Photographs may contain optional equipment. Specifications and options are subject to change without notice.
ARBORTECH offers durable and versatile forestry bodies that add up to the best return on your investment, in the shortest amount of time. Established in 1982, ARBORTECH is one of the leading national manufacturers of truck bodies for arborists. We were the first in the industry to use galvanneal steel to enhance the durability and corrosion resistance of our forestry equipment. As a result, we’ve created a heavy-duty line of products, including chip bodies and our versatile removable roof chip bodies, which are built to outlast the competition.

Photographs may contain optional equipment. Specifications and options are subject to change without notice.

ARBORTECH / Scott Fetzer Company
3203 W. Old Lincoln Way
Wooster, OH 44691
P: 800.255.5715  F: 330.264.7428
info@arbortechchipbodies.com
arbortechchipbodies.com